11th Nov 2021

Attendees

Agenda - Jakarta

- TAF Status - All passing
  - Passing: 540 Functional, 37 Integration, 10 Performance
  - Failed: 1 Functional (#1006)
    - Lenny debugging this today
- TAF Performance Tests
  - Latest results [HERE](#)
  - Ran weekly (each weekend) because they take time to complete
  - But Jenkins job exists and can be triggered manually, e.g. for smoke tests etc
  - Note these are ran on virtual machines so not reliable for full publication or comparison to previous versions
    - We run on dedicated MP9 / RP4 HW after the release is done
    - We can compare footprint: no major changes between Ireland/Jakarta
- A.O.B. for Jakarta?
  - Should complete: [https://github.com/edgexfoundry/edgex-docs/issues/612](https://github.com/edgexfoundry/edgex-docs/issues/612) in Device Resources section. Asked Cloud to complete

Agenda - Kamakura

- James has action to assess T-shirt size of planned new tests in this cycle

Ticket Status

- Core WG [Project Board](#)
  - go-mod-core-contracts
    - Fixed issues
      - #682 bug: error in ReplaceIntervalActionModelFieldsWithDTO
  - go-mod-bootstrap
    - In Progress issue
      - #280 Add "make lint" target and add to "make test" target
    - Fixed issues
      - #296 Clean up README
      - #281 Enable CORS access to EdgeX microservices
  - go-mod-secrets
    - New issues
      - #134 Cleanup Readme
EdgeX Foundry Core Working Group
(plus QA/Test, System Management and UI)

○ go-mod-registry
  ■ In Progress issue
    ● #86 Add "make lint" target and add to "make test" target

○ go-mod-configuration
  ■ In Progress issue
    ● #52 Add "make lint" target and add to "make test" target

○ edgex-compose
  ■ New issues
    ● #199 docker-compose without security needs to add
      EDGEX_SECURITY_SECRETSTORE to edgex-ui-go

○ edgex-go
  ■ New issues
    ● #3795 Clean up repo README
  ■ In Progress issue
    ● #3777 This branch is out-of-date with the base branch
  ■ Fixed issues
    ● #3796 [Metadata] Check required service and profile when adding
      new ProvisionWatcher

● QA/Test Issues
  ○ edgex-taf
    ■ In Progress issue
      ● #541 Update ASC tests to use new aes256 Encrypt algorithm
    ■ Fixed issues
      ● #103 Trigger performance test from edgex-taf
      ● #536 External mqtt trigger tests failed on x86_64

New Business